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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper investigates the operating efficiency of Chinese coal-fired power plants and the effect 

of electricity market restructuring in 2002 on plants’ efficiency and labor input, using a dataset 

covering 9987 coal-fired power plants from 1998 to 2009. Our study suggests Chinese power 

plants were less thermally efficiency than plants in the U.S.: they have 1.92% higher heat rate 

than US plants from 2000 to 2009. After restructuring in 2002, plants located in provinces with 

Big Fives improved their fuel efficiency more than plants located in provinces without Big Fives. 

However, plants in province with more big fives did not benefits more than those with only one 

big five: the decreasing in heat rate per year after 2002 for plants in province with one, two to 

three and four to five Big Fives are successively 2.4%, 1.8% and 1.7%. The reform also 

improved labor efficiency for plants in province with four to five Big Fives. They decreased 

6.1% employee per year after 2002. 
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1. Introduction  

The rapid growth of China’s economy from 1978 has led to massive expansion in electricity 

generation and consumption: the installed electricity generation capacity increased from 5.7 GW 

in 1978 to 1337 GW in 2014, with the average annual growth rate being more than 15 percent. In 

2011, the primary energy consumption in China reached 2540.8 mtoe (million tons of oil 

equivalent), surpassed the U.S. (2265.2 mtoe) to became the largest energy consumer in the world. 

In terms of generation, the thermal powered plants accounted for 69% of total installed capacity 

in 2014. Among thermal plants, coal is the main fuel source and the nameplate capacity of coal-

fired plants accounted for 91% of total capacity of thermal powered units in 2014. As a result, 

China is by far the world's largest coal consumer, accounting for about half of global coal 

consumption. The heavy reliance on coal has contributes to the dramatic degradation of air quality 

in China and increase in CO2 emissions (Bi et al. 2007; Chen et al. 2013). The efficiency and 

production of these thermal-powered plants, especially the coal-fired plants, could have important 

implications on the structure of China’s electricity sector, the growth of China’s economy, and the 

environmental quality in China and globally. 

In light of the important of this sector, a long-standing debate in China has been whether 

government should move the electricity market structure from a vertically-integrated, highly-

centralized system to a deregulated, market-orientated system. China has undertaken two 

fundamental electricity market restructurings. First, in 1997, Ministry of Electricity Power (MEP) 

was eliminated, and the business function was also separated with administrative function and set 

up a new institution – State Power Corporation (SPC) for business function. However, it is still 

vertically-integrated and owned by state. The second reform in 2002 was more market-orientated 

in nature, whereby SPC was dismantled and the generation capacity was divided into 5 companies 
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with each company controlling about 20% of total generation capacity (Pittman and Zhang, 2008). 

To address the frequent shortage, private investment on electricity generation part was also 

welcomed after 1980s and a large number of individual power plants was built as new players to 

the market.  

The main objective of this study is to understand the level of operating efficiency of coal-

fired power plants over time and empirically quantify the effect of market restructuring on plant 

efficiency in terms of both fuel and labor usage in China’s coal-fired power plants. Using plant-

level data for both China and the US from 1998 to 2009, we first compare the efficiency between 

coal-fired plants in China and the US and find that coal-fired electric plants in China is significantly 

less thermally efficient than coal-fired power plants in the US. We then examine the effects of 

market restructuring on both fuel and labor usage. In terms of the effect on thermal efficiency 

(measured in heat rate, the heat input per unit of electricity generated), we find that plants located 

in provinces with Big Fives improve more in fuel efficiency comparing with plants in province 

with no Big Fives. Indicate that market restructuring have impact on improving plants’ fuel 

efficiency. In detail, the decrease in heat rate per year after 2002 for plants located in province with 

one, two to three and four to five Big Fives are, successively, 2.4%, 1.8%, 1.7%. In terms of labor 

input, we find that restructuring reduced unit labor input by 6.1% per year in provinces with four-

five Big Fives. We do not find significant effects for plants located in provinces with one or two 

to three big five.  

There is a large literature that examines firm behavior in the electricity sector, focusing on 

mostly in the U.S.. One strand examines how input prices affect production decision. Cullen and 

Mansur (2014) study the effect of carbon price on electricity sector emission. Knittel et al. (2015) 

explore how fuel switching decision affected by fuel price. There are also a number of empirical 
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studies exploiting the role of market structure in the efficiency of electricity plants. Douglas (2006) 

use plants-level data from 1998 to 2000 and find that market reforms made utilization rate of high 

cost plants fallen. Fabrizio, Rose and Wolfram (2007) study the efficiency gains of public-owned 

plants (POs) and investor-owned plants (IOs) after market-restructuring. Their results show that 

IOs improved more in some aspects, such as labor and non-fuel expenses. Chan et al. (2013) use 

a US panel data from 1991 to 2005 and find a 10 percent reduction in cost and 2 percent increase 

in fuel efficiency for IOs in state with market restructuring relative to those from states without. 

There are several studies that examine the effects of market reform in China in the 

electricity sector. Pittman and Zhang (2008), Ma and He (2008) review the development and 

reforms of Chinese electricity sector and discuss the market competition after reforms. But studies 

are descriptive in nature. Ma et al. (2011) examine the effect of market reform in China on total 

factor productivity (TFP), using data covering 40 power plants from 2000 to 2008. Their study 

find the State Power Corporation (SPC) divested into Individual Power Producers (IPPs) in 2002 

improved the efficiency. Based on manufacturing census data in two years, Du et al. (2013) use 

the difference-in-differences (DID) method to estimate the effects of market reform on labor 

productivity, capital productivity and fuel productivity. However, due to data limitation, they use 

product value rather than total electricity output when characterizing the output. So as fuel input, 

they have to use fuel expense as the proxy of fuel consumption. Our data covers virtually all coal-

fired power plants in China from 1998 to 2009 and contain information on coal and labor input 

and electricity output in quantity. We can directly measure thermal and labor efficiency during this 

long period and this allows us to quantify the impact of market restructuring on plant efficiency. . 

The paper is organized as following, Section 2 describes the background of study and 

introduces the electricity sector in China. Section 3 presents the empirical models. Data are laid 
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out in section 4 and Section 5 presents the estimation results. And Section 6 concludes.  

2. Background 

The massive expansion in electricity generation and consumption is due to the reform and open 

policy and economic development from 1978. As other area has experienced an evolutionary 

reform after 1980s, in order to encourage infrastructure expansion and improve efficiency in 

electricity sector, the electricity market has also gradually transformed from former central 

planning system to a more market –orientated system, thought the market is still, somehow, 

controlled by government.  

In this part, we first begin with introducing the history of China’s electricity market 

restructuring, then discuss the transition of energy price policy – mainly focused on coal, gas and 

electricity price. We will then introduce the stakeholder and structure of electricity market in China. 

2.1. History of electricity market reform  

As show in figure 1, began from 1985, the China’s electricity market has underwent a tremendous 

transformation. A vertically-integrated state-owned monopoly sector established in 1949 was 

gradually reformed toward a market consist of both non-governmental entities and state-owned 

companies. The development of electricity market during 1949 to now can be divided as two major 

stage, the first is from 1949 to 1984, when the industry was highly integrated and regulated. The 

second stage is from 1985 to now, with several reforms policies, the administration function was 

separated from business function and competition was introduced to generation part.  

 1949- 1984 

When the People’s Republic of China founded in 1949, considering the importance of 

power industry and basing on the socialism idea, highly centralized power system was deemed 

suitable for its own performance and development of other industry. Thus central government 
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decided to control the electricity market and established the Ministry of Electricity Power (MEP) 

to undertake both administration and business function. During this time, government was 

responsible for all electricity investment and the generation, transmission and distribution sectors 

were vertically integrated and owned by state. Almost all the managers of generation plants were 

selected by government and treated as government official.  

This stage, 1949 to 1984, can be divided into four critical periods. The first is from 1949 

to 1957, when the government was just set up and highly centralized system was built for 

electricity market. The second period is called “Great Leap Forward” period, from 1958 to middle 

1960. During that time, the government required local governments to increase industrial 

production (mainly be iron and steel production) rapidly, therefore the consumption of both raw 

material and electricity increased fast. After that, as the third period, the Cultural Revolution began 

from 1966 to 1976, which is widely considered as obstacles to economic development. In that time, 

the energy industry increased slowly. The last period is from 1978 to 1984, when the opening and 

reform policy was enacted, the China’s economy began its rapid development path. At that time, 

the shortage of centralized electricity system gradually emerged, the lack of enough power had 

negative impacts on both economic development and living of citizens. In order to attract more 

investment in electricity industry and relieve the power shortage, reform in electricity market was 

needed.  

 1984-now 

In this stage, two major reforms was underwent in China’s electricity market. The first is 

the elimination of MEP, separating the administrative function from business function and set up 

a new institution – State Power Corporation (SPC). After that, local governments, non-government 

enterprises and foreign companies can invest in generation sector. The second reform divested the 

generation part from transmission and distribution part, and also dismantled SPC into Big Fives 
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companies and IPPs (individual power producers).  

In 1985, the State Council issued two policy documents “Interim Provision on Promotion 

Fund-Raising for Electricity Investment and Implementing Multiple Electricity Price” and “The 

Measure of Implementing Multiple Electricity Price”, part of electricity generation was opened 

and raising fund to build generation plants was encouraged, also a new electricity price mechanism 

was carried out (which we will discuss in next part). The investment from local governments, non-

government entities and foreign companies have then been allowed in generation sector. Those 

plants funded by above organizations is called common financing generation plants (CFGPs). 

CFGPs increased rapidly during 1990s, at the end of 1990s, the proportion of installed capacity 

controlled by central government was reduced to about half (Du et al, 2009).  

Two things was marked in 1997 for electricity market. The first is large electricity demand 

reduction caused by the southern east Asian financial Crisis. The growth of total electricity demand 

in 1997 and 1998 is 4.44% and 2.79% which are the lowest two during 1979-2000. The other is 

the reform of electric management system. In 1997, the State Council decided to dismantle MEP, 

the administrative and guidance functions were transferred to the State Economic and Trade 

Committee (SETC) and a new organization, State Power Corporation (SPC) was built to take over 

the generation plants, transmission and distribution parts of former MEP. After that, the 

management function and business function were no longer integrated.  

In 2002, the State Council enacted a blueprint “Electricity system reform plan”, set down 

the objectives, principles and major measures for the reform of electricity system. According to 

the reform plan, SPC was dismantled into five generating companies, two grid companies and 

several associated corporations, and the five generating companies (which we called Big Fives 

firms in below) are: China Guodian Corporation, China Power Investment Corporation, China 
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Datang Corporation, China Huadian Corporation and China Huaneng Group. After then, the 

former vertically integrated monopoly utility, SPC was finally divided and competition was 

introduced into generation part. During this period, Chinese government also tried to change the 

generation sector into a competitive market with power plants bid for electricity generation, and 

some provinces were selected for experiments of competitive wholesale market. However, the 

experiments was soon suspended and till now the online price (wholesale price) is set by 

government rather than decided by market.  

As a result of reform plan, in March 2003, a new regulator named “State Electricity 

Regulatory Commission” (SERC) was created. Like the Federal Regulatory Energy Commission 

(FERC) in US, the SERC is responsible for carrying out the electricity market reform, supervising 

the utilities in the market and drafting the laws and rules to regulate the electricity market. In 2013, 

SERC was merged into National Energy Administration (NEA) and enlarged its regulation areas. 

To sum up the transition of electric market, 1) during 1950s to 1980s, it was highly 

integrated and the management system was centralized. 2) After 1984, the shortage of this system 

led to several problems and motivated the reform of electricity market. At first, the administrative 

function and business function was separated and non-government organizations were able to 

invest in generation sector. However, electricity generation, transmission and distribution were still 

controlled by a state-owned corporation. 3) In 2002, the monopoly state-owned institutions were 

divided into five IPPs and two transmission companies. Generation part were divested from 

transmission and distribution parts, and competition was introduced into generation part. Shortly 

after that, a new regulatory was established to regulate the electricity industry. 

2.2. Energy price policy 

Electricity, as the most widely used energy in China, its price can be divided into two part: the 
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online price (or wholesale price, in other way) and the retail price. At now, in china, both prices 

are regulated by government and varies in provinces. The online price, the price under which the 

power plants sale their electricity, is of more importance for generation plants and connected with 

other energy price (mainly be the price of fuel used to generate electricity).  

Since China is abundant in coal resources, coal-fired plants accounts for large proportion 

in electricity generation plants. The raw coal reserve in China ranks second in the world, which 

attributes to 20% to total amount (Wang, 2007). And in 2013, thermal power installed capacity 

contributes 69.13% of nation’s total installed capacity, and 91.18% of thermal generation capacity 

was powered by coal. It is not surprise that coal price plays an important role in determining the 

electricity cost in China. However, the electricity price are not in line with rising coal prices after 

the coal price is deregulated and decided by market, for example, the coal price increased about 

80% from 2007 to 2011, while during the same period, electricity price only rose 15% (Liu et al, 

2013). Increasing cost and relative flat electricity price led to losses for power generation plants in 

China and they are reluctant to improve power supply, which in turns led to electricity shortage. 

In 2011 summer, China encountered one of the largest power shortages in past seven years since 

the rapid growth in electricity demand in summer (Liu et al, 2013). 

In this part, we first introduce the transition of coal price policy, then briefly introduce the 

pricing policy of gas and oil, at last we discuss the change of electricity price policy. 

2.2.1 History of Chinese coal price transition  

When the People’s Republic of China founded, almost all industries were highly centralized and 

regulated by central government under the idea of planned economic. From 1949 to 1982, the coal 

price was planned by central government and it was ordered to remain low to support the 

developments of other industries. 
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In 1983, a documents named “Notice on the price increase of coal overcapacity in part of 

coal mines, trial” was issued, which was treated as the milestone of the two-tier pricing policy. 

According to this policy, in order to encourage coal mines and increasing output, an output quota 

was set. The output within this quota had a low price, and was allocated to state-owned industries 

which contains the electricity generation plants. The output above the quota could be sold in free 

market and thus had higher price. The coal sold in free market is called “market coal” while the 

corresponding part which allocated to state-owned industry is called as “within-plan coal”. 

After 1993 the coal price was deregulated and decided by market mechanism except for 

coal used in electricity industry, since the electricity price was regulated by central government 

and remained relatively flat. It is not surprising that producers were reluctant to sell coal to 

electricity plants under this price disparity.  

Therefore in 1996, the National Planning Commission decided to change the coal price for 

electricity industry from “planned price” to “guided price”, which is a reference price given by 

government and the coal providers and power plants could negotiate the coal price within a certain 

range of this price. This policy was implemented between 1996 and 2001, since the gap between 

“guided price” and market price is not large, the conflict between coal providers and electricity 

industry was alleviated.  

When the two-tier pricing mechanism was formally abolished in 2002, the gap between 

market coal price and “guided price” became wide (Zhao et al, 2012). Consequently, the bargaining 

between coal suppliers and power plants became intense and suppliers did not want to sign a 

contract to provide coal at a lower price. Therefore, in 2002, the governments cancelled the guided 

price except for those contracts referred to as “Important Contract”, which are contracts launched 

by National Development and Reform Commission (NRDC). And in 2006 even the guided price 
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of “Important Contract” was also removed. After then, the coal price was totally deregulated and 

changed into market-orientated. 

2.2.2 Oil price policy 

Oil pricing reform also follows the path that move from central planned system towards market-

orientated mechanism. Before 1980s, the oil price was planned by central government and in 1987, 

China implemented two-tier price system for oil. Similar to the coal price, amount under certain 

quota had lower price which set by government and the surplus can enter market and sold at higher 

price.  

In 1998, government introduced market-oriented price system which price were related to 

international market. At first the benchmark is related to Singapore market, after 2001, it was 

extend to Rotterdam and New York market. And in 2006, oil price in Brent, Dubai and MINAS 

market were also regarded as benchmark.  

After 2009, in order to avoid extremely fluctuant, a new formula-based pricing system was 

introduced for oil. The oil price was then linked to the weighted average price in Brent, Dubai and 

Cinta. When the average foreign oil price was below $80, domestic oil prices could varies 

relatively freely; when the price was between $80 and $ 130, domestics price were still able to be 

responsive to international price while the increasing rate was regulated. And when price above 

$130, government would use fuel tax as a break to keep the price low (Kojima, 2012). 

The latest reform was in 2013, NDRC allows domestic oil price change per 10 days with 

responding to international oil price while government still have the power to control price in 

special cases.  

2.2.3 Gas price policy 

Gas price, unlike coal and oil price, although it is under the reform towards marketization, it is still 
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regulated by government. Before 1987, the price was set by central government. In October 1987, 

3 price categories were set by government, similar to two-tier price mechanism, the gas amount 

within plan was given a “planned price”, gas with amount exceed plan and gas produced by newly 

built pipeline had a “guided price”, and under some cases the price can be negotiated between 

supplier and consumers.  

The three price categories changed into two-tier price mechanism in Dec 2005, for the 

amount within quota, the price was “guided price” and price of the surplus was linked with coal, 

gas price. After May 2010, the two-tier price mechanism was abolished, and the initiate price (ex-

factory price) was guided by government. 

In June 2013, governments changed the price mechanism from initial (factory price) to end 

(gas station price). Gas was divided into stock gas and incremental gas, the price of incremental 

gas was guided by government with holding reasonable ratio to coal and oil price, while price of 

stock gas gradually adjust from former price to new guided price. After April 2015, the price of 

stock gas and incremental gas merged into one price, with incremental gas price decreases 0.44 

yuan per cubic meters and stock gas price increases 0.04 yuan per cubic meters. 

2.2.4 History of Chinese electricity price transition  

While other power price has underwent a reform towards market –orientated mechanisms, the 

electricity price, both wholesale and retail tariff is still highly regulated by governments and not 

keep in line with increasing of other energy price. In 2010, the price of coal for electricity plants 

increased around 20% while the electricity price was ordered to be almost flat by government (Liu 

et al, 2013). 

Similar to the coal price policy, before mid-1980s, the electricity wholesale and retail price 

is regulated and kept low by central government to support the development of other industries. 
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From 1985 to 2004, both online and retail pricing mechanism underwent reforms. While the 

pricing in retail electricity has not changed much and still be set by provincial governments, the 

mechanism of online prices experienced several changes. There are 3 reforms on online electricity 

price during 1985 to 2004. In chronological sequence, they are:  

Capital and interest price (1985-1996): The wholesale price was decided by the rate that 

can repay the capital and its interest of power plants in it lifetime.  

Operation period price (1997-2003): The price was decided by the rate that can 

compensate the input and guarantee certain financial internal rate of return in operation time of 

power plants, the differences between operation period price and capital and interest price are 1) 

operation period price focuses on plants’ operation period and future income and 2) when 

estimating future income, cost are discounted in calculating revenue rate . 

Yardstick power price (2004-present): The price is decided by provincial average social 

costs of power plants plus certain return rate. 

In 2005, a policy named “Coal and Electricity Price Co-movement” was implemented by 

NDRC. According to the policy, if coal price has increased for 5% or above within 6 months, the 

electricity generation part can pass up to 70% of its fuel costs to gird price. This policy was not a 

free market adjustment, actually, the six month period was set to avoid extremely fluctuating. The 

co-movement adjustment has been implemented 3 times, in 2005, in June 2006 and July-August 

2008. Even with the co-movement policy, electricity price was still unable to offset the rapid 

increases in coal price. For example, in 2008 when coal price increases over 20%, the increases of 

electricity price after August was determined by CPI (which is much less than 20%) rather than 

the real growth rate in coal price. 

From above policy, the problems with electricity wholesale price are that the price is low 
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and not allowed to change quickly. Therefore, the plants face rapidly increasing costs, especially 

the coal costs in one hand, while on-gird price is regulated and kept relatively low by government 

in the other hand. Under this condition, plants are reluctant to raise their power generation, 

electricity supply are unable to match the increasing demand and hence the large scale electricity 

shortage, mainly in south China and coastal region, is difficult to resolve.  

In terms of retail price, the price is divided into five categories based on users: 1) domestic 

electricity price or residential electricity price, which is under a tiered electricity pricing 

mechanism; 2) non-industrial electricity price, price mainly for commercial user and it is also 

under a tiered pricing mechanism with rate higher than domestic price; 3) ordinary industrial 

electricity price, which is applied for industrial users with their electricity transformer capacity 

under 315 KVA; 4) for those industrial users with transformer capacity larger than 315 KVA, 

named “large industrial users”, the electricity price is ordinary industrial electricity price plus a 

certain bottom fee; 5) the last is agricultural electricity price, with a certain rate less than industrial 

and commercial users. The rates and categories are set by province government and may differs in 

different regions.  

2.3. The Structure of Chinese Electricity Market  

In this sector, we first introduce the main stakeholders in Chinese electricity market, then discuss 

the status of generation, transmission and distribution sector.  

2.3.1 Stakeholders in Chinese Electricity Market 

From the introduction above, the monopoly institution which vertically integrated generation, 

transmission and distribution parts – The State Power Corporation (SPC) was dismantled in 2002 

and the generation part was divided into 5 companies with each companies controlling no more 

than 20% of total generation capacity (Pittman and Zhang, 2008). The transmission and 
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distribution parts were separated into two power grid companies: The State Grid Corporation and 

The China Southern Power Grid Corporation. Roughly speaking, the two state-owned grid 

companies respectively controls the transmission and distribution of North and South China, with 

accepting the electricity supplied from a relatively competitive market.  

The government sector related to electricity industry are former State Electricity 

Regulatory Commission (SERC), National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC), 

National Energy Administration (NEA), Ministry of Finance (MoF) and Ministry of 

Environmental Protection (MoEP). They participate into policy drafting, implementation and 

regulatory work of the electricity market.  

The State Electricity Regulatory Commission (SERC) was established in March 2003. 

Main functions of this regulator were carrying out reforms plan set by Nation Council, overseeing 

the operation situation of electricity market (not only generation sectors but also the transmission 

and distribution sectors) and drafting the related laws and rules regarding electricity industry. It 

also be responsible to propound the electricity price adjustment plan according to market condition. 

In March 2013, according to “The Proposal of Institution Reform and Function Transformation of 

State Council”, National Energy Administration was restructured and SERC was merged into new 

NEA.  

As the major governments’ economic policy planner and maker, the National Development 

and Reform Commission (NDRC) plays an important role in directing the development of 

electricity market, planning the major investment to electricity project and helping drafting the 

pricing policy. Though new NEA (which contain former SERC) has the power to regulate tariff 

and propound price adjustment plan, NDRC maintain the final right to publish the electricity 

pricing policy.  
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After the Cabinet Reshuffle Plan issued in March 2013, the National Energy 

Administration merged with SERC and took its place as a new regulator of electricity market. 

Besides the functions owned by former SERC, NEA are also responsible in planning development 

of energy industry, directing the mining work of coal, oil and gas, and approval for new funded 

energy project.  

The Ministry of Finance and Ministry of Environmental Protection are respectively in 

charge of establish taxation policy and environmental law and related standards.  

Consumers are also an important stakeholder in power market. From figure 2, it is clear 

that secondary industry dominates main part in electricity demand. Though there is a decreasing 

trend for ratio of industrial electricity demand to total demand form 2007 to 2014, the ratios are all 

above 70%. As the largest electricity consumers, the demand variation of industrial users is 

important to electricity market and thus they have power to influence the related policy decision. 

The residential demand has gradually increased from 2007 to 2014, in 2014, it accounts for 

12% of total demand and becomes the second largest part in electricity demand. The tariffs for 

industrial consumer and residential consumer are different, while government are reluctant to 

increases residential electricity price, it holds less tight for industrial electricity price. In September 

2009, NDRC increased electricity price for non-residential consumers, in May 2011, NDRC 

increased the price again for non-residential consumers in 15 provinces and in January 2014, non-

residential electricity price increased for consumers in Beijing, Tianjin and Shanghai.  

2.3.2 Dispatch mechanism in Chinese electricity generation sector  

Unlike the generation sector in US electric market, in which generators in the same area compete 

with each other, for example, through a bidding process, the generation sector in China is regulated 

by government. 
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The general procedure of electricity dispatching is shown in figure 3. Based on the supply 

and demand situation in last year and capacity prediction from Grid companies, provincial 

governments need to plan on provincial electric quantity and put a record to NDRC. After setting 

the quantity, the grid companies need to plan on monthly and daily generation dispatching, and put 

a record to NDRC and other government agencies. When adjustment of dispatch plan is needed, 

the grid companies need to make an adjustment and report it to provincial governments. As the 

generators, plants must generation electricity based on the dispatch plan and sale power with price 

set by provincial government. 

The dispatch mechanism underwent several changes from 2002 to now. In 2002, when 

“Electricity System Reform Plan” was enacted by the State Council, a competitive dispatching 

mechanism with plants bid for generation was implemented in some provinces as experiment. 

However, the experiments was soon suspended and for a long time (and even till now for some 

provinces), the generating amount is distributed almost evenly for each thermal power plants, no 

matter the efficiency of those plants and technology they use. It is obviously that the mechanism 

is inefficient and causes waste on energy.  

In order to save energy and improve the efficiency of electricity generation sector, in 2007, 

“Energy Saving Power Dispatch Method” was published by the State Council. According to the 

method, generation is dispatched based on order listed in table 1. Electricity must first be generated 

by those plants within a higher category in this table, if the total generation cannot satisfy demand, 

plants within next category will operate to generate and so forth. For plants within the same 

category, the order is determined by its energy consumption level, and if two plants have the same 

energy consumption level, one with less pollutant emission will operate at first.  

Begin in 2008, Guangdong, Jiangsu, Henan, Sichuan, Guizhou was chose as experiment 
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provinces for “Energy Saving Power Dispatch”. In 2008, the electricity plants in Guizhou saved 

4.38 million tons and decreased CO2 emission for 0.78 million tons. In 2010, CSPGC declared 

that provinces covered by its system (i.e. Guangdong, Guangxi, Guizhou, Yunnan, Hainan) will 

start energy saving power dispatching mechanism. While for other provinces in China, the dispatch 

mechanism remains on the inefficient evenly distribution mechanism.   

2.3.3 Brief introduction of Chinese transmission and distribution sectors 

After SPC was dismantled, and its transmission and distribution parts were divided into two 

company: the China Southern Power Grid Corporation (CSPGC), which covers Guangdong, 

Guangxi, Yunnan, Guizhou and Hainan provinces; and the State Grid Corporation of China 

(SGCC), which covers the rest provinces. Those corporations control almost all the transmission 

lines and distribution facilities in China and provided electricity with standard voltage be 220V 

and frequency be 50 HZ. Besides those two corporations, in some rural area where is difficult for 

national gird to transfer electricity, there are some small distribution facilities and regional 

transmission networks.    

In 2014, the substation capacity and transmission line length of CSPGC is 770 million KVA 

and 0.19 million km. The corridor used in SCPGC is both AC and DC transmission. Guangdong 

Province is the largest user, which received over 52% of total output in the first quarter in 2015.  

Covered more than 88% of total area in China, the SGCC has substation capacity and 

transmission line length be 3.43 billion KVA and about 1.1 million km in 2014. It mainly uses DC 

transmission lines and also be responsible to research on new transmission technology, for example, 

the ultra-high voltage (UHV) smart grid.  

Unlike the competitive generation part, the transmission and distribution parts are highly 

integrated and controlled by state-owned companies. Also, the transmission and distribution lines 
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and infrastructures are under the same standard. 

3. Empirical model  

In order to understand the level of operating efficiency of Chinese coal-fired power plants and 

investigate the impacts of electricity market restructuring in 2002, we first estimate: 1) the thermal 

efficiency differences of coal-fired power plants between China and the US; and then 2) the effect 

of market restructuring on two dimensions of coal-fired plants: the fuel efficiency measured by 

heat rate and labor input measured by employee number. 

3.1 Fuel efficiency of Chinese vs the US coal-fired plants 

The empirical model is a two-way fixed effect model:  

ln(HR𝑖𝑡) = α0 + 𝐶ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑎 ∗ 𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡 ∗ α1 + X𝑖𝑡′ ∗ β + δ𝑖 + T𝑡 +  u𝑖𝑡                           (1)  

The subscript i denotes the plant and t denotes the year. The dependent ln(HR𝑖𝑡) is log of 

heat rate, defined as MMBtu per MWh. ∑ 𝐶ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑎 ∗ 𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡 is a dummy constructed as interaction 

of indicator of Chinese plants with year dummy, which capture the year on year average differences 

in thermal efficiency between Chinese and US coal-fired power plants. X𝑖𝑡 contains time-varying 

independents: ln(𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖𝑡), the log of the nameplate capacity of plant t (in MW), ln(𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑡) 

the log of annual electricity production (in MWh). δ𝑖  is the plant-level fixed effects and T𝑡 

capture the year fixed effects. The unobserved efficiency shocks that is both time-variant and plant-

specific are given as u𝑖𝑡. 

3.2 Impact of market restructuring on Chinese coal-fired electricity plants 

To investigate the effect of market restructuring in 2002 on Chinese electricity plants, we focus on 

the impact of market competition level after restructuring. We proxy the market competition level 

by using the number of big firms separated from SPC in each province. The empirical model is 

given as: 
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ln(Y𝑖𝑡) = γ0 + 𝐵𝐹𝑖 ∗ 𝑁𝑌𝑅𝑡 ∗ γ1 +  X𝑖𝑡′ ∗ ρ + θ𝑖 + τ𝑡 +  μ𝑖𝑡                                           (2) 

As the same of above, i index plant and t index time. Y𝑖𝑡 denotes either log of heat rate or 

log of number of employee. The parameter of interest is 𝐵𝐹𝑖 ∗ 𝑁𝑌𝑅𝑡, where 𝐵𝐹𝑖 is the number 

of big firms in the province where plant i located and 𝑁𝑌𝑅𝑡  is the number of year after 

restructuring. As explained above, X𝑖𝑡 is time-varying controls, which have different variables 

for different dependent. Plant fixed effects θ𝑖 control for time-invariant plant attributes and τ𝑡 

control for time effects which is common for all plants, for example, the policy applicable for 

national wide coal-fired electricity power plants. And  μ𝑖𝑡 capture the shock that is both time-

variant and plant-specific.  

3.3 potential endogeneity 

There is doubt about the potential endogenous in some control variables, for example, since heat 

rate and electricity generation amount are decided almost at the same time, we have to face the 

endogenous problem due to simultaneity. And some unobserved attributes in  μ𝑖𝑡 could also affect 

the electricity output level. To deal with that, we introduce IVs which is correlated with HR𝑖𝑡 in 

(1) and Y𝑖𝑡 in (2), but uncorrelated with unobserved shocks to HR𝑖𝑡 or Y𝑖𝑡.  

When constructing the IVs dealing with the endogeneity problem lies in electricity output, 

Fabrizio et al. (2007) employ a regional electricity demand as an instrument for plant output when 

study the Impact of market restructuring on US plants’ electric generation efficiency. Following 

the same idea, the IVs we used contain: the ratio of provincial/state industry output to 

provincial/state GDP, the ratio of provincial electricity sale to national sale and their interaction 

with province/state share of electricity generation/capacity which produced by coal-fired plants. 

When estimating different equations, we use different IVs. 

The IVs seem reasonable as they affect the regional electricity demand condition, and 
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further impact plants’ output, but unlikely to be correlated with unobserved attributes that affects 

the plants’ efficiency or labor decision. The interaction IV terms deal with the possibility that the 

demand condition may be correlated with the coal dependence level in the province.   

Besides the above endogeneity doubt, the potential endogeneity issue for number of Big 

Fives, or more specific, if the number of Big Fives of each provinces was influenced by regional 

characteristics or not, is more difficult to address. There are no official documents or materials 

provide the process when SPC was dismantled. However, since we have plant-level fixed effects, 

which also capture regional characteristics, this issue may be somewhat less severe. 

4. Data  

Our data set, containing China and the US data, includes annual coal-fired plant-level information 

of 1998 (China data only), 2000, and 2002 to 2009. The gaps between years are mainly due to 

those year are unavailable in China data. Because of the EIA 906/923 form only back to 1999, 

considering data source continuity, we do not use its predecessor, EIA-867. Therefore, US data 

sets is from 2000 to 2009.  

The China data come from China Power Plant Annual Statistics, we combined it with 

Industrial Enterprise Database for enterprise level data and China Annual Statistics for provincial 

socio-economic data.  

Our US Data are from the US Energy Information Administration (EIA). The monthly net 

electricity generation (MWh) and total fuel consumption (coal, oil, gas etc.) are available in EIA-

767 (fuel usage from 2000 to 2005), EIA-906 EIA-920 (covered the period from 2000 to 2007) 

and EIA-923 (both generation and fuel consumption data in 2008 and 2009). Also, those survey 

forms also contain sector information, which enable us to distinguish non-utilities plants from 

utilities. Besides, for ownership type (IOU, POU), the data are from EIA 861 forms. 
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When generating US data, we focused on utilities and IPPs which using coal as prime 

source to generating electricity. Therefore, first, with using EIA-920/923/861, we limit our data 

into Utilities and Electricity-only IPPs. Then, we drop data with less than one prime mover using 

coal as prime fuel. Those information could be found in EIA 767 (using for data from 2000 to 

2005) and EIA-860 (covered 2006 to 2009). Also, we drop some plants with zero or extremely 

nameplate capacity, electricity output and with annual heat rate> 25 MMBtu/MWh, which is 

extremely higher than US annual average heat rate calculated by EIA1. 

In terms of China data, due to the limitation of data, especially for unemployment rate and 

operating time, we have to divide China data into three part: (A) a dataset merging China Power 

Plant Annual Statistics and Industrial Enterprise Database, and after excluding extremely values, 

used for comparing efficiency between China and the US; (B) a subset of the former, used to study 

impact of China electricity market restructuring on thermal efficiency and (C) a dataset and with 

non-missing employee number and unemployment rate, which is then used in studying effects of 

restructuring on labor input .  

To generate those three sets, we following below steps: 1) we combine China Power Plant 

Annual Statistics with provincial data, and exclude observations with zero or extremely nameplate 

capacity, electricity output, coal usage. 2) Keep plants with heat rate less than 25 MMBtu/MWh 

and capacity factor less than 1, excluding captive power plants and then form China data (A). 3) 

When studying the effects of China electricity market reform on fuel efficiency, as step three, we 

focus on plants with information of commercial initial years, parent company, keep plants with 

operating more than 365 hours per year, and then generate data (B) from (A). 4) When we 

investigate the impact of restructuring on labor input, since we do not have unemployment rate 

                                                             
1 From 2003 to 2013, the highest annual heat rate for coal-fired power plants is in 2012, which is 10.498 

MMBtu/MWh 
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data for 1998, we have to exclude 1998 data from (B) and get the subsets data (C).  

Table 2 presents summary statistics on the key variables used in our analysis. The datasets, 

China (A) (B) (C) and the US contain 2712 plants, 963 plants, 924 plants and 434 plants. And the 

statistics between (B) and (C) are almost similar, lessen the doubt that if there exists selection bias 

for (B) and (C).  

4.1 Heat rate and capacity factor by Country 

The heat rate is defined as the heat input used to generate a unit of salable electricity, measured in 

MMBtu per MWh. The heat input in MMBtu for the US plants can be induced from EIA forms, 

while Chinese plants did not reports their heat input in China Power Plant Annual Statistics, instead, 

they reported the amount of coal used for electricity generation. To calculate the heat input for 

Chinese plants, we average the heating value of 19 coal output provinces with weighting on their 

share of coal output, and get the weighted average heating value, which is 22.1 MMBtu/ton.  

Figure 4 shows the annual weighted average heat rate of two countries. The heat rate of 

China’s coal-fired plants range from 10.75 MMBtu/MWh to 11.17 MMBtu/MWh, and it has 

decreased 0.1 MMBtu/MWh from 2000 to 2009, showing that coal-fired electricity production has 

not been more efficient in operating during this period. Also, the gap of heat rate between plants 

in China and US declined from 0.41 MMBtu/MWh in 2000 to 0.31 MMBtu/MWh in 2009, also 

reveals that Chinese plants have not narrowed their gaps.  

There was a fluctuations for heat rate in China during 2002 to 2005, the heat rate, rose from 

10.84 MMBtu/MWh to over 11.15 MMBtu/MWh in 2003 and 2005, then fall to 10.92 

MMBtu/MWh in 2006. The fluctuation is driven by steeply increasing electricity demand. During 

2003 to 2005, China encountered large electricity shortage, on the one hand, many regions had to 

cut off the power for hours in order to reduce the pressure caused by the tight power supply, on the 
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other hand, government urged plants expand their production. The shortage has not relieved until 

2005, after that, large number of plants has been put into operation, the nameplate capacity 

increasing rate of China’s electricity sector in 2005 and 2006 is 17.31% and 20.31%.  

In terms of Capacity factor, unlike the relative stable trend in the US, weighted averaged 

capacity factor in China fluctuated greatly during 2000 and 2009, increasing from 0.54 in 2000 to 

0.66 in 2004, and then decreased to 0.56 in 2009. The fluctuation was driven by the electricity 

demand in some degree. Moreover, it is also due to plants have less power in deciding their 

production amount. Until now, in many provinces, the generating amount is distributed almost 

evenly for each thermal power plants, no matter the efficiency of those plants and technology they 

use. The dispatch mechanism has limited the plants’ control of their output decision and led to 

large fluctuation when demands undulates.     

4.2 Efficiency of Chinese coal-fired plants under different competitive pressure  

In 2002, with “Electricity System Reform Plan” enacted, the former vertically integrated 

monopoly institution, SPC was dismantled. The majority of its generation part divided into five 

generation companies (called “Big Fives firms”): China Guodian Corporation, China Power 

Investment Corporation, China Datang Corporation, China Huadian Corporation and China 

Huaneng Group. The Big Fives firms covers more than half electricity generation capacity in China. 

To study how the market restructuring in 2002 influences the efficiency as well as operation 

decision of coal-fired plants in China, we focus on the competition within Big Fives firms, which 

is reflected by number of generating companies varies over provinces.  

From Figure 6, we observe that coal-fired plants in the region with no big firms tend to 

have higher heat rate than plants within region with big firms. And within 2003 to 2009, weighted 

average heat rate of plants in the region with 1 Big Five firm tend to decreased most, from 9.76 
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MMBtu/MWh to 9.39 MMBtu/MWh. Followed by regions with 2-3 Big Five firms in 2003, which 

reduced from 10.79 MMBtu/MWh to 10.42 MMBtu/MWh.  

4.3 Labor decision of Chinese coal-fired plants under different competitive pressure 

Due to its missing in China Annual Statistics Database, we are unable to have provincial 

unemployment information in 1998. Figure 6 shows a decreasing pattern for labor input during 

2000 to 2009. For example, the average employee number for plants located in province with four 

or five Big Five decreased 29% from 2000 to 2009. And except for 2003 and 2006, the average 

employee number of region with no big firm in 2003 tend to be larger than other regions.  

Also employee number in region with no big firm fluctuate wider than others, shows that 

plants located in province with no big firm tend to change labor input decision more rapidly than 

those plants in province with one or more big firm. This is because that individual power plants 

tend to be more flexible in changing their labor decision, while Big Firms, as state-owned 

enterprises, always be reluctant in reducing their labor.  

5. Estimation Results 

In this part, we first present the parameter estimation results for equation (1), comparing the fuel 

efficiency differences between coal-fired electric power plants in US and China. Then we show 

the estimation results for equation (2), discussing the effects of market restructuring on behavior 

of Chinese plants.  

5.1 Fuel efficiency between Chinese and US plants 

Table 3 shows the Ordinary Least squares (OLS) and Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) estimation 

results. Column (a) and (b) are from OLS results. In terms of (b) and (c), we focus on studying the 

year-by-year average efficiency difference between US and Chinese plants. Both (a), (b) and (c) 

have year and plants fixed effects. (c) is from GMM and using IVs for log(output) : 
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log(province(state) industry output/province(state) GDP) * the share of province electricity 

generation capacity from coal. Table 4 presents the first stage result for (c). 

We have controls for nameplate capacity, electricity generation, original year (Year firms 

started operation), year fixed effects for (a), and nameplate capacity, electricity generation, 

China*year, year fixed effects and plant fixed effects for (b) and (c). The coefficient in (a) suggests 

that coal-fired plants in China had heat rate which were, on average, 1.9 percent higher than those 

in US from 2000 to 2009, when holding plants characteristics.  

In (c), we have positive coefficient for log (capacity), which contradicts with results in (a) 

(b). However, the coefficient for log (capacity) is highly statistically insignificant in (c), whose p 

value equals 0.404. In terms of log (electricity generation), the coefficient in (c) is different with 

(b) while still, its p value indicates that the coefficient is statistically insignificant. In terms of 

interaction terms China * year, the coefficients in regressions (b) to (c) has the same sign and range 

from -0.093 to 0.078. The coefficients of variable comparing the fuel efficiency from column (c) 

are plotted as figure 8. 

5.2 Restructuring effect on fuel efficiency of Chinese coal-fired plants 

After 2002, a vertically monopolistic state-owned corporation was divided into 5 big firms and 

IPPs in generation part. And those Big Fives, as parent company, owns a bunch of power plants in 

different provinces, while their distribution are not even over provinces. In this part, we will study 

the effect of market restructuring in 2002 on the heat rate. Please recall that we are going to use 

the subset data (B), which have both generation and enterprise information.  

We first estimate the time trend by regression on equation (2) with excluding the second 

terms but have year and plants effects as well as IVs. GMM-IVs result of the time fixed effects are 

plotted in figure 9, showing that the heat rate is slightly increasing after 2002, with the base year 
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be 1998. 

Table 5 reports the results of 3 regressions based on equation (2), with Y be log of heat rate 

in MMBtu/MWh. All regressions includes year and plant fixed effects. Column (a) (b) are from 

OLS results with (b) adds log (output) besides all variables in (a). Column (c) use GMM, with 2 

IVs for log (output): log (provincial industry output/provincial GDP) and log (provincial electricity 

sale/national electricity sale) * the share of province electricity generation from coal. And the first 

stage result for GMM-IVs is shown in Table 6. 

The first two parameters in Table 5 are: nameplate capacity (log (capacity)) and electricity 

generation (log (generation)). Their coefficients are statistically significant, and with consistent 

and reasonable sign. As we discussed above, even we have year and plant fixed effects for column 

(a) and column (b), the almost simultaneous decision on output and heat rate could arise 

endogeneity. Therefore we introduce IVs in column (c), the result shows that log (electricity 

generation) is negatively correlated with unobserved shock in electricity output, and thus the OLS 

results in lower estimated. One of those unobserved shock is the industrial development level, in 

China, a region with higher industrial development level tend to have better, more efficient power 

plant to satisfy the electricity demand and support its development.  

The key regressor in this part is number of Big Fives * number of year after market 

restructuring, which enable us to investigate the change of heat rate per year after 2002, with the 

base line be provinces with no Big Fives. Column (c) shows negative coefficients for the 

interaction terms, which refers that coal-fired power plants improve their fuel efficiency after 

restructuring when comparing to plants located in province with no big fives in 2002. Importantly, 

the coefficients shows that plants located in provinces with one big firms tend to improve slightly 

more on fuel efficiency, while plants in other region tend to improve on almost the same level. In 
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detail, controlling plant characteristics, plants located in province with one Big Five firm tend to 

decrease 2.4% in heat rate per year after restructuring, while plants located in province with two 

to three and four or five Big Fives decreases 1.8% and 1.7% in heat rate per year after 2002.  

The regression results suggests that market restructuring have impact on improving the fuel 

efficiency. However, more Big Fives does not led to more benefits in improving fuel efficiency. 

The results seems wired at first, but considering the nature of reform in 2002 and related price 

policy, we could understand why plants located in provinces with more Big Fives were reluctant 

in improving thermal efficiency.  

The reform in 2002, is different with market restructuring in US. The latter enable non-

discriminatory access to the generation grid, allowing generators not belongs to large utilities have 

the same access in transmission. And moreover, the restructuring in US create competitive 

wholesale electricity markets that generators have access to decide their output and have incentive 

to improve fuel efficiency. However, in the generation part, the reform in China only divided a 

former vertically-integrated stated owned corporation into five generation companies which are 

still influenced and subsidized by government in some degree. It is hard to say the electricity 

wholesale market in China is competitive. And the generation amount for each plants is still 

controlled by local government, big fives does not competed with each other in generation amount. 

Therefore, even with reform, more Big Fives in a certain region does not mean that region has 

higher competition level in electricity generation.  

5.3 Restructuring effect on labor input 

In this part, since we need to have employee information, subset (C) is used. Similar to 5.2, we 

estimated a modified version of equation (2), where excluding the second term but still have year 

and plants fixed effects, other controls and IVs as well. From the GMM-IVs results, we have the 
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time trend for labor input plotted in figure 10, with the base year be 2000. Figure 10 shows that 

there was a declining pattern for labor input, from 2002 to 2009. 

Table 7 shows three regression results based on equation (3) and Y be log of employee 

number. All regressions contains year and plant fixed effects. Column (a) is from OLS results, (b) 

is also from OLS with adding log (output) besides all variables in (a). Column (c) is from GMM 

results, with adopting IV for log (output): log (provincial electricity sales/ national electricity share) 

* the share of province electricity generation from coal and log(provincial GDP/national GDP)*the 

share of province electricity generation from coal. First stage results for this column is shown in 

Table 8. 

Column (a) to (c) report consistent and reasonable coefficients for log (capacity), log 

(generation), log (age), its square term and log (provincial average wage in industry), although not 

statistically significant in some specifications. And the coefficients of log (generation) and 

unemployment rate change from positive to negative from (b) to (c), which seems contradicts with 

what we expect after including IVs, however, the coefficient of those terms in (c) is largely 

statistically insignificant.  

All regression have negative coefficient for number of big Fives* number of year after 

2002, while we do not have statistically significant coefficients for one Big Fives * number of year 

and no Big Fives * number of year. From regression (c), holding other plant characteristics, plants 

located in province with four or five Big Fives will decrease 6.1% in employee number per year 

after 2002. This indicate that market restructuring reduces labor input for coal-fired power plants 

in regions with one or more big firms, and plants located in province with higher market 

competition between big firms tend to decrease more.  

Unlike fuel efficiency, labor input was highly impacted by reform in 2002. The market 
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restructuring dismantled a vertically integrated corporation into Big Fives, and changed the 

ownership. Since the plants are no longer belongs to a monopoly corporation which supported by 

national finance, in order to improving profit, they have to cut the labor input to reduce costs and 

improve the labor efficiency by hiring more educated employees and providing employees with 

training courses.   

6. Conclusion 

As “Electricity system reform plan” was enacted in 2002, the electric market underwent a deep 

reform, monopolistic government organization was divided into five corporations, dispatch system 

and online electricity price system were led to market-orientated way. Our paper summarize the 

electricity market reform from 1984 to present, introduce the mechanism of China’s electric market, 

compare the fuel efficiency between Chinese and US coal-fired power plants and investigated the 

impact of market restructuring. 

Our study differs from previous study focus on this topic in following ways: 1) a longer 

datasets with detailed plants-level input and output information than previous study, which enable 

us to investigate the impact in both short and medium run; 2) not just including pre-/after- 

restructuring fixed effects, we derive number of big firms in each province in 2002 and examine 

the effects of competition level by using number of big firms * number of year after restructuring; 

3) besides heat rate, the measure of fuel efficiency, we also evaluating the effects of reform on 

labor input. 

Our analysis estimated the difference of heat rate between Chinese and US coal-fired 

electric plants and the results suggests, from 2002 to 2007, the heat rate of Chinese coal-fired 

power plants were 1.9 percent higher than US, holding constant plant characteristics. We then 

check the effect of market restructuring in china on the behaviors of plants, find that market 
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restructuring have impact on plants’ thermal efficiency and labor input. However, the competition 

level in those provinces with big fives in 2002 does not have significant impact on improving fuel 

efficiency in coal-fired power plants. In terms of labor input, holding other plant characteristics, 

plants located in province with 4-5 big firms decrease 6.1% in employee number per year after 

2002. 

While our study bring some new evidence to related literature, it also offer some insights 

for future research. First, it would be interests to further study the impact of market reform, as well 

as the competition level on plants nonfuel expenses, pollutant emission, adopting new technologies 

etc. Second, does competition power also have effect on plants’ decision of changing fuel from 

coal to gas, especially after 2005, when the price of natural gas underwent market-orientated 

reform?  
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Table 1 Dispatch Order for Generation Units 

Order  Category 

1st Renewable Energy Generation Units (wind, solar, some hydro-powered) without 

adjustment ability 

2nd Renewable Energy Generation Units (biomass, geothermal, some hydro-powered etc.) 

with adjustment ability 

3rd Nuclear Power Units 

4th Cogeneration Units with source be waste gas, coal gangue, coalbed methane, other 

waste coal etc. 

5th Thermal Units with using natural gas and coal-derived synthesis gas 

6th Coal-fired Thermal Units 

7th Petroleum-fired Thermal Units 

 
 

 

Table 2: Summary Statistics 

  China China-subset China-subset the US 

 (A) (B) (C) (D) 

Nameplate Capacity (MW) 315.19 403.61 418.02 886.19 

 (512.31) （543.72） （5554.07） (763.39) 

Capacity Factor 0.58 0.6 0.61 0.61 

 (0.21) (0.18) (0.19) (0.19) 

Age 15.42 15 14.83 40.02 

 (16.57) (15.64) (15.48) (14.28) 

Output (MWh) 1428305 2159571 2242598 4911004 

 (2730650) (2972029) (3032655) (4655737) 

Heat Rate (MMBtu/MWh) 12.9 12.8 12.7 10.96 

 (4.34) (3.94) (3.87) (1.70) 

Plants 2712 963 924 434 

Note: The summary statistics are computed based on all the data used in the regression analyses. 

Standard deviations are shown in the parentheses underneath. Data sources are described in 

Section 3. 
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Table 3: Heat Rate in China and U.S. 

 (a) (b) (c) 

 OLS OLS GMM-IVs 

Log(capacity) -0.124*** -0.120*** 0.110 

 (0.016) (0.020) (0.132) 

Log( electricity 

generation in MWh) 

0.064*** 0.055*** -0.172 

 (0.014) (0.009) (0.129) 

Original Year -0.001   

 (0.001)   

China 0.192***   

 (0.038)   

China * 2002  0.024* 0.033** 

  (0.015) (0.016) 

China * 2003  0.063*** 0.078*** 

  (0.015) (0.019) 

China * 2004  0.028 0.031* 

  (0.018) (0.020) 

China * 2005  0.012 0.002 

  (0.018) (0.020) 

China * 2006  0.021 0.010 

  (0.019) (0.021) 

China * 2007  0.010 -0.003 

  (0.019) (0.021) 

China * 2008  -0.033* -0.093** 

  (0.020) (0.040) 

China * 2009  -0.024 -0.007 

  (0.021) (0.026) 

Constant 4.119*** 2.335***  

 (1.313) (0.117)  

Observations 6344 13318 12321 

Adjusted R2 0.581 0.427  

Underid p-value   0.0244 

Note: The dependent variable is log (heat rate).Clustered standard errors at the plant 

level are in parentheses. All regressions use year and plants fixed effects in addition to 

variables shown. The base year is 2000. Column (3) use IV for log (output): log 

(province(state) industry output/province(state) GDP)*the share of province 

electricity generation capacity from coal. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01 
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Table 4: First Stage Result for China vs US Heat Rate Comparison  

 log(Output) 

Log(capacity) 0.976*** 

 (0.027) 

Log (regional industry output/ 

regional GDP) *(regional coal-

fired capacity/ regional total 

capacity) 

-30.000** 

 (13.207) 

China * 2002 0.036 

 (0.033) 

China * 2003 0.088** 

 (0.036) 

China * 2004 0.050 

 (0.036) 

China * 2005 0.004 

 (0.039) 

China * 2006 -0.007 

 (0.040) 

China * 2007 -0.007 

 (0.042) 

China * 2008 -0.227*** 

 (0.041) 

China * 2009 0.107** 

 (0.051) 

Constant 8.507*** 

 (0.122) 

Adjusted R2 0.911 

Note: The dependent variable is log (output).Clustered 

standard errors at the plant level are in parentheses. All 

regressions use year and plants fixed effects in addition 

to variables shown. The base year is 2000. 

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01 
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Table 5: Effects of Reform on Heat Rate 

 (a) 

OLS 

(b) 

OLS 

(c) 

GMM-IVs 

Log(capacity) -0.060*** -0.154*** -0.379* 

 (0.022) (0.027) (0.228) 

log( electricity generation 

in MWh) 

 0.097*** 0.330 

  (0.015) (0.237) 

1 Big Five * number of 

year after 2002 

-0.016 -0.019 -0.024* 

 (0.016) (0.015) (0.014) 

2-3 Big Five * number of 

year after 2002 

-0.025*** -0.023*** -0.018** 

 (0.009) (0.009) (0.009) 

4-5 Big Five * number of 

year after 2002 

-0.023** -0.021** -0.017* 

 (0.009) (0.009) (0.009) 

Constant 2.793*** 1.961***  

 (0.106) (0.164)  

Observations 4058 4058 3892 

Adjusted R2 0.528 0.539  

Underid p-value   0.0124 

Overid p-value   0.8424 

Note: The dependent variable is log (heat rate).Clustered standard errors at the plant 

level are in parentheses. All regressions have year fixed effects and plants fixed 

effects in addition to variables shown. The baseline if 0 Big Five * number of year 

after reform. (3) uses 2 IVs for log(output): log(provincial industry 

output/provincial GDP) and log(provincial electricity sale/national electricity sale) 

* the share of province electricity generation from coal. 

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01 
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Table 6: First Stage Result for Heat Rate Equation 

 log(output) 

Log(capacity) 0.972*** 

 (0.043) 

Log (provincial electricity sale/ national electricity 

sale) * (regional electricity output from coal/ 

regional total electricity output) 

40.294*** 

 (14.732) 

Log (provincial industry output / provincial GDP) 0.336* 

 (0.180) 

1 Big Five * number of year after 2002 0.024 

 (0.026) 

2-3 Big Five * number of year after 2002 -0.021 

 (0.015) 

4-5 Big Five * number of year after 2002 -0.026* 

 (0.016) 

Constant 9.011*** 

 (0.248) 

Adjusted R2 0.938 

Note: The dependent variable is log (output).Clustered standard errors at the plant 

level are in parentheses. All regressions have year fixed effects and plants fixed 

effects in addition to variables shown. The baseline is 0 Big Five * number of year 

after reform. . 

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01 
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Table 7: Effect of Reform on Labor Input 

 (a) 

OLS 

(b) 

OLS 

(c) 

GMM-IVs 

Log(capacity) 0.111** 0.033 0.869 

 (0.047) (0.054) (0.603) 

Log( electricity 

generation in MWh) 

 0.081** -0.795 

  (0.039) (0.621) 

Log(age) 0.161 0.107 0.690* 

 (0.111) (0.119) (0.412) 

Log (age)^2 -0.036 -0.025 -0.147* 

 (0.023) (0.024) (0.087) 

Log(provincial average 

wage in industry) 

0.140 0.122 0.314 

 (0.187) (0.185) (0.265) 

Provincial 

unemployment rate 

0.000 0.001 -0.004 

 (0.003) (0.003) (0.005) 

Log(provincial 

population) 

0.548 0.579 0.243 

 (0.823) (0.830) (0.804) 

1 Big Five * number of 

year after 2002 

-0.046 -0.048 -0.028 

 (0.045) (0.045) (0.047) 

2-3 Big Five * number 

of year after 2002 

-0.023 -0.021 -0.038 

 (0.037) (0.038) (0.034) 

4-5 Big Five * number 

of year after 2002 

-0.039 -0.036 -0.061* 

 (0.037) (0.037) (0.036) 

Constant 2.009 1.390  

 (3.847) (3.883)  

Observations 3701 3701 3536 

Adjusted R2 0.845 0.846  

Underid p-value   0.0421 

Note: The dependent variable is log (employee number).Clustered standard 

errors at the plant level are in parentheses. All regressions have year fixed 

effects and plants fixed effects in addition to variables shown. The baseline is 0 

Big Five * number of year after reform. (3) uses IV for log(output): 

log( provincial electricity sales/ national electricity share) and log(provincial 

GDP/national GDP) times their share of province electricity generation from 

coal  * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01 
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Table 8: First Stage Result for Labor Input Equation 

 log(output) 

Log (capacity) 0.960*** 

 (0.048) 

Log (provincial GDP/ national GDP) * (regional 

electricity output from coal/ regional total electricity 

output) 

35.988** 

 (14.442) 

Log (age) 0.643*** 

 (0.089) 

Log (age)^2 -0.132*** 

 (0.021) 

Log (provincial average wage in industry) 0.163 

 (0.171) 

Provincial unemployment rate -0.006*** 

 (0.002) 

Log (provincial population) -0.389 

 (0.458) 

1 Big Five * number of year after 2002 0.019 

 (0.029) 

2-3 Big Five * number of year after 2002 -0.022 

 (0.017) 

4-5 Big Five * number of year after 2002 -0.037** 

 (0.017) 

Constant 8.250*** 

 (2.591) 

Observations 3742 

Adjusted R2 0.916 

Note: The dependent variable is log (output).Clustered standard errors at the plant 

level are in parentheses. All regressions have year fixed effects and plants fixed 

effects in addition to variables shown. The baseline is 0 Big Five* number of year 

after reform. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01 
 

  



Figure 1: Timeline of development of China Electric market 

 



Figure 2: China Electricity Consumption (Billion KWh) 

 
Source: China National Energy Administration 

 

 

Figure 3: Electric Dispatch Mechanism in China 
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Figure 4: Weighted average heat rate 

 
Note: weighted on ratio of plants’ capacity to total national capacity 

 
 
 

Figure 5: Weighted average capacity factor 

 
Note: weighted on ratio of plants’ capacity to total national capacity 
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Figure 6: Weighted average heat rate for regions with different number of Big Firms 

 
Note: weighted on the ratio of plants’ nameplate capacity to total capacity. 
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Figure 7: Average number of employee for regions with different number of Big Firms 
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Figure 8: Heat rate differences (in %) between China and US coal-fired plants 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 9: Time trend of heat rate 
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Figure 10: Time trend of labor input 
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APPENDIX 

 

Background on China’s electricity market 

 

 

1. Fuel structure in Chinese electricity generation sector 

From mid-1980s, the total generation capacity in China has grown rapidly and reached 1337.08 

GW in 2014. The fuel structure of Chinese electricity generation sector in 2014 is shown in figure 

11. It suggests that 69% of total installed capacity was powered by thermal, and capacity powered 

by hydro accounts for 23%. 7% of generation capacity powered by renewable resources and 1% 

by nuclear power. In this part, we mainly discuss on the characteristics of thermal-powered 

electricity and hydropower electricity. 

Within thermal power plants, coal-fired plants have most of the total generation capacity, 

which occupies 63%. However, unlike the fuel structure of power plants in US, which the share of 

gas-fired electricity generation capacity accounts for 29% of the total capacity in 2012, only 3.09% 

of total capacity in China comes from gas-fire unit in 2014. The disparity between gas share 

between China electricity market and US market is due to historical reason and policy reason. 

China began its producing of steam turbine from 1980s, the government gave great support in 

developing the advanced coal technologies during 2000s while little support was given to natural 

gas turbine technologies. Therefore, all the gas turbine in China are imported (Kahrl 2013). Also, 

when coal pricing mechanism was gradually reformed into a market-decided mechanism, China’s 

natural gas industry has not seen large-scale and rapid reform progress before 2000, the price of 

gas is still regulated by government and kept lagged behind world price movement.  

Although there are some obstacles, gas consumption is steadily increasing and more gas-

fired power plants is built. From 1980 to 2000, the average annual growth rate of natural gas 

consumption in China was only 2.8%. After 2004, when the west-to-east pipeline project began, 
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China’s usage of natural gas started to increases steadily. From 2005 to 2007, the average annual 

growth rate of natural gas consumption was 7% and the total consumption reached 69.5 bcm 

(billion cubic meters). After 2007, the annual growth rate is above 10%, in 2013, the annual growth 

rate is 13.9% and the total consumption reached 167.6 bcm. These years, the center governments 

shows a bunch of policies focus on controlling air pollution from power plants, which will 

increases the costs of pollution control for coal-fired power plants and leads to growth of gas-fired 

power plants. 

Figure 11: Electric Generation Capacity in China, 2014 

 
Source: China National Energy Administration 

 

In terms of hydro power, the second largest electricity generation power, available amount 

of hydro power in China varies with season. From figure 12, while variation of average operation 

hours of thermal power units was relatively flat during January 2009 to March 2015, the average 

operation time of hydro-power plants swung rapidly. During winter season (November to April), 

due to less precipitation and low temperature, the availability of hydro power is at low level. And 

during rainy season (from May to September, varies with geographical location), operation time 
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of hydro powered units increases and keep at its peak level.  
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Figure 12: Monthly Average Operation Hours for power generators 

 
Source: China National Energy Administration 

 

The balance between resources utilization and environment protection became a major 

challenges for policymakers during these years. To control air pollution and carbon emission, a 

bunch of policies, especially the carbon tax policy is under experiment and deliberation. Although 

in the future, coal-fired generation units will remains its dominant position in electricity generation 

part, its share will decreases and replaced by hydro power and gas-fired unit. 

2. The pattern of National electricity demand  

As economic developing with a relatively high speed in China, the demand of electricity also 

increased, from 2000 to 2014, with annually growth rate be 11.3%. Shown in figure 13, there are 

two years with decreasing growth rate of total electricity demand: the first was 2008, when the 

financial crisis swept globe, and real economy in China had been seriously affected, slowed 

downed its pace and thus decreased their power demand. Another one was in 2012, when China’s 

economy was decelerated after years of expansion, after that, the growth rate of power demand is 

less than 8%. 
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Figure 13: Electricity Demand and Growth Rate in China (Billion KWh and %) 

 
Source: China National Energy Administration 

 

The electricity demand also has seasonal pattern, with large amount of power consumed 

during June to August when millions of families and enterprises cranked up their air conditions to 

escape from the intense heat. While during winter (November to February), the power demand 

decreases.  

Figure 14: Monthly National Electricity Demand (Billion KWh) 

 
Source: China National Energy Administration 
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3. Regional distribution of electricity generation 

Generation plants powered by thermal accounts for the largest part in China, which is, 69% of total 

capacity in 2014. However, the thermal generation plants are not evenly distributed across 

provinces. From the electricity generation amount data in 2012, Top five provinces with large share 

of thermal powered electricity generation amounts are Jiangsu (10.08%), Shandong (8.28%), Inner 

Mongolia (7.68%), Guangdong (7.18%) and Henan(6.3%). While the lowest two provinces, Tibet 

and Qinghai, only accounts for 0.01% and 0.31% of total thermal power generation. 

Figure 15: Thermal Power Generation in China, 2012 

 
Source: Report of 2013 China Electricity Industry, http://www.cei.gov.cn/ 
 

Because of the geographical restrictions, the distribution of hydro power plants also not 

evenly distributed in China. They are mostly located near great rivers, for example, three Gorges 

hydropower stations, the Jinshajiang hydropower stations, and the Sichuan hydropower stations. 

The five largest hydro powered electricity generation provinces are all located in southwestern or 

middle China, they are: Sichuan (17.87%), Hubei (15.97%), Yunnan(14.52%), Fujian(7.21%) and 

Guizhou(6.47%) 
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Figure 16: Hydro Power Generation in China, 2012 

 
Source: Report of 2013 China Electricity Industry, http://www.cei.gov.cn/ 

 

Because of historical, regional, environmental, policy and other factors, economic 

development level across provinces has great differences, and also affects their balance of 

electricity supply and demand. From figure 17, the largest province with net outflow of electricity 

is Inner Mongolia, followed by Shanxi and Hubei, Guizhou and Anhui. For some provinces, the 

surplus of electricity is due to their large amounts of thermal or hydro power generation (for 

example, Inner Mongolia, Shanxi, Hubei), while others are because of their low economic 

development level and thus less power demand (e.g. Guizhou, Ningxia).  

The largest electricity net demand provinces is Guangdong, with 111.3 billion KWH net 

inflow, followed by Hebei, Beijing, Shandong and Jiangsu. The high electricity inflow is due to 

large demand of power, which, related to their economic development level.  
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Figure 17: Balance of Provincial Electricity Generation and Consumption, 2012(Billion KWh) 

 
Source: Report of 2013 China Electricity Industry, http://www.cei.gov.cn/  
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